ffion't Forget Ahout Data0

ByÁngela N. Rainey, Esq., Marcello

ataQprovides motor carriers and drivers with an

was performed in Pennsylvania, it

important mechanism for ensuring FMCSAs data is
correct and accurate. As CSA is public, DataQhas

on whether the violation
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will be the Pennsylvania State

Police who will review the challenge and make the determination

will

be removed.

become even more important to motor carriers to ensure that

inco¡rect data is promptþ removed from their scores. Here are
some things you should know about

DataQ

II. STATES MAY THEAT DATAO CHALTENGES
DIFFERENTLY
Each state has an offi.ce that reviews DataQchallenges and each

...

state may impose its own rules on how DataQchallenges are

I. ROADSIDE INSPECTION VIOLATIONS V. TRAFFIC
CITATION

handled. This means that different states may treat their

You or yoirr dr.iver is cited as a result of a roadside violation. You

challenges differentþ For instance, some states may consider the

DataQ

successfirlly defend against the citation through the court system.

outcome of the citation in the court system when determìning

As a result, the violation on the inspection report will not show

whether to (emove

up on your CSA BASICs score, rightl Wrong.

DataQ

The citation you receive as a result ofan inspection vioiatìon is

In Pennsylvania, being

a

violation that has been challenged through

successful

in defending

a

citation

treated completely separate from the violation on the inspection

through the court system will not influence a chailenge through

report itself, The key is the database that records the data.

the DataQsystem. Your appeal through DataQis considered

A citation for a violation that

separately from the trafñc citation and you do not need to fight

is not also noted on a roadside

inspection report will not count against you for the purposes
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However, the citation is forwarded to the state for inclusion

\the
, MVR
CSA is

Also, some states may impose a time limit for challengin!4

violation through DataQFor instance, in Pennsylvania

database.

a federal

the traffic citation in order to win a DataQappeal.

goyernment program.

It draws

data from the

federal database.That database is comprised of information

from roadside inspection reports. Thus, the only way a violation

a

a

driver

is required to submit any DataQchallenges within 30 days of the
roadside violation while a motor carrier has up to ã year to ûle a

DataQchallenge.

contributes to yorrr Safety Management System (SMS) score
under CSA is if the violation is reported to the federal darabase,

which requires

A

a roadside

inspection report.

successful challenge in court removes the citation from the state's

database and takes

it offthe MVR. However, it remains in the

II. CRASH DATA
DataQmay also be used to challenge crash data that is recorded
through CSA. However, this is of limited viability. For purposes
of CSA, whether

a

motor carrier is responsible for the accident is

federal database upon which CSA scores are based in the absence

not considered and any reportable accident will be included in the

of some additional action.That action is

CSA score.

The only way to cha"llenge

a

a

DataQchallenge.

violation listed on an inspection

However, ifyour driver was improperly assessed

report is through DataQA motor carrier may review their

such as non-contact or noninvolvement,

BASIC

a challenge.

score through the

FMCSAs Safety Measurement System

(SMS) website. If the motor carrier finds

a

violation that

it

it

a

"crash,"

could be a basis for

Similarl¡ if the accident was "nonreportable,"

it

similarly could be properþ challenged.

believes is not supported or appropriate, the motor carrier may
challenge the violation through the DataQwebsite.

-'ilhis means that it is crucial that a motor carrier review their
(- f.StC score often to verify that all information is correcr. A
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\npany's SMS score is continually updated.
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a

motor carrier challenges an inspection violation through

DataQthe information is reviewed by the agency that provided
the information on the violation. For instance, if the inspection
I
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III. PROMPTLY MAKE DATAO CHALLENGES
It is important to submit your DataQchallenge in a timeþ
fashion. Fìrst, make sure you submit a DataQchallenge within any
state imposed time limitations,

Second, your score

if applicable,

as discussed above.

will reflect the violation while your DataQ

challenge is being considered. Even more important, this

violation will be scored at triple the points for the first six months.

Therefore, the sooner you successfully challenge a roadside

violation and/or crash the sooner it will
CSA BASICs.
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be removed from your

CSA is open to the public. More importantþ it is open

to

(

shippers, brokers, and insurers.

CSA scores are drawn from the federal database documenting
IV. DATAO ISN'T JUST FOR MOTOR CARRIERS

violations recorded in roadside inspections. Absent challenge and

DataQis also ímportant for drivers. Since spring of 2010,

removal, you

FMCSA has put in place'its Pre-Employment Screening

for the first six months.

Program (PSP).This program gives potential employers an

Review your scores for input errors. Potential double recording,

additional resource for checking the driving history ofpotential

miss identification, and erroneous assess can unduly inflate

new drivers. A potential employer, with the consent of the

your score"

applicant, can request a PSP report, which will provide the

Similarly, improper assessment at the roadside needs to be

company with the_previous 5 years of crash data and previous 3
years

challenged. But

ofinspectio; data on the applicant driver.The driver data
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such challenge must be supported by reason

and evidence.

that is maìntained and made available through PSP is collected

DataQis the means of doing so. Your use and

from the Motor Carrier Management Information System

svstem is vital to vour

(MCMTS).

A driver may

will live with those points-at three times the score
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awareness of

this
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also obtain their own PSP report through the

A driver should obtain their report and see what
information will be reported to a potential employer. A driver
PSP website.

who reviews their PSP report and finds incorrect information
may challenge the information through DataQ

V. SUPPORT ANY
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CHALLENGES YOU SUBMIT

If you do submit a challenge
through DataQbe sure to support
your challenge with facts and any
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documents you may have. Simply
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stating the information is wrong
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will not be enough.Your challenge
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should be stated clearly and concisely

to ensure that it is understood by
the reader.If used properl¡
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DataQ

can be an important tool for a motor
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carrier and driver.
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Educate your drivers and
as

to the
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DataQprocess. Remind them to
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document evidence that would
support your claim, similar as to what
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you would do in an accident.
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Proof ìs needed for DataQsuccess.
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In light of the influx of challenges
by CSA conscious companies,
supported claims are the key to
success.
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